
User instruction

for performing synthetic modeling in XYZ using the 
LOTOS code for passive source tomography



General workflow:

1.Defining configuration of 
sources and receivers in 
3D; fixing the source-

receiver pairs

2.Defining the synthetic 
model (reference 1D model 
+ P and S anomalies)

3.Computing synthetic times

4.Performing inversion using 
the LOTOS code 

5.Visualization of the results
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Preparation stage:

1. In this manual, the SURFER software will be used as 
a basic tool for digitizing and visualization. 
Alternatively, other free tools are available in the code. 

2.Copy the folder “LOTOS_11_release” to any location 
of the computer. The structure of the root folder is 
presented below:



Preparation of a new model:

1. Open the DATA folder

2. Create a clone of the area folder XYZ_DAT1 using the CTRL+C 

and CTRL+V keys. 

3. Rename this new folder (for example, MUD_MOD1). Note that 
the folder name should contain 8 characters. 



Design of the model:

The model can be drawn manually and scanned or designed in any graphical editor 

(Corel, Surfer). Then it should be imported to Surfer as shown below: 



First, define the coordinate system. Keys Map – New – Empty Base Map : 

Digitizing the synthetic model:



Define the coordinate limits of your system. Note that here, the underground area is 

negative, and positive direction is up.  : 

Digitizing the synthetic model:



Scale the appeared coordinate system to the limits of the model : 

Digitizing the synthetic model:



Select the new coordinate system and use menu Map - Digitize: 

Digitizing the synthetic model:



Then click along boundary of one of the object. A window with digitized coordinates 

appears: 

Digitizing the synthetic model:



In the “digitized coordinates” window click menu File – Save As and save the file with the 

current polygon to the true synthetic model folder: DATA/MUD_MOD1/true_mod/forms. 

Note that the length of these files should be 5 symbols. Before starting digitizing a new 

polygon, do not forget to close the previous window. 

The existing in the template files 
can be deleted or overwritten

Digitizing the synthetic model:



Digitizing the synthetic model:

In the presented case, after digitizing all features, the folder “forms” will contain six BLN 

files : 



Creating and visualizing the synthetic model:

Folder “true_mod” contains the synthetic model which is used to generate the synthetic 

data. Open file “DATA/MUD_MOD1/true_mod/anomaly.dat”. Make the changes as 

shown below: 

Coordinates of the 
vertical section: 

xa, ya – xb-yb

Name of the 

polygon which 

exists in “forms”

Not important in 

this case

P and S anomalies 

in %

Thickness of the 

anomaly across 
the section (in both 

directions)



Creating and visualizing the synthetic model:

Change parameters of visualization in vertical and horizontal sections. Open files 

“DATA/MUD_MOD1/setver.dat” and “DATA/MUD_MOD1/setver.dat”. Make the changes 

as shown below: 



Creating and visualizing the synthetic model:

Go to the folder “PROGRAMS/4_CREATE_SYN_DATA”. Open file “create_info.txt” and 

define the name of the area folder and a folder of a model used as a true one.  



Creating and visualizing the synthetic model:

In the folder “PROGRAMS/4_CREATE_SYN_DATA” click on file 

“VISUALIZE_SYN_MODEL.BAT” and it will run the console:  



Creating and visualizing the synthetic model:

In the folder “PROGRAMS/4_CREATE_SYN_DATA” click on file 

“VISUALIZE_SYN_MODEL.BAT” and it will run the console:  

After finishing calculations, check pictures in PICS/MUD_MOD1/true_mod/SYN

Plots with the configuration of the synthetic model in hor and ver sections are presented



Creating and visualizing the synthetic model:

Same pictures can be created in Surfer:  

1. open a new plot;

2. Open grid in: TMP_files/vert



Creating and visualizing the synthetic model:

Select one of the grd files (syn_dv 12.grd which correspond to velocity anomalies in 1st

vertical section for the S model). Initially it does not look nice. Apply a standard 

palette and switch on the option “fill contours”:



Creating and visualizing the synthetic model:

Click on contours in left menu. Menu Levels: Load. Chose the lvl file in 

COMMON/scales_lvl. 

To fill contours: Menu General – mark the option “fill contours”



Creating and visualizing the synthetic model:

The result is presented below:

The other grids can be presented in a similar way.



Creating and visualizing the synthetic model:

Here is the examples 

of three models 

designed and 

presented in Surfer



Creating and visualizing the events and stations:

Definition of events in the vertical section: (1) select a vertical section with the 

model; (2) select menu: Map – Digitize; (3) start digitizing events



Creating and visualizing the events and stations:

Save the points as: DATA/MUD_MOD1/inimodel/srces_xz.dat



Creating and visualizing the events and stations:
Defining events in map view: (1) create a new plot; (2) define an empty base map 

(menu: Map – New – Empty Basemap); (3) define necessary limits; (4) select the map; 

(5) digitize the events; (6) save them as DATA/MUD_MOD1/inimodel/srces_xy.dat



Creating and visualizing the events and stations:
In a same way define location of receivers in map view: save them as 

DATA/MUD_MOD1/inimodel/stations_surf.dat



Creating and visualizing the events and stations:
Define the parameters of data generating in file

DATA/MUD_MOD1/inimodel/set_model.dat

station block

source block

S-R pair definition

events picked in map 

view are randomly 

distributed between 700 
and 850 m depth

events picked in 
vertical section are 

randomly 

distributed in 

distance interval of 

-300 to 300 m from 
section

No receivers in the 
borehole are installed

randomly from 50% 
to 100% of stations 

record P picks

For randomly distributed P picks 

(50 to 100%) we define S picks

No events in the 

YZ section are 
picked



Creating and visualizing the events and stations:
In the folder “PROGRAMS/4_CREATE_SYN_DATA” click on file 

“CREATE_NEW_DATASET_XYZ.BAT” and it will run the console:  

Number of events

Number of rays

Number of S rays

Number of P rays

The program asks 

for confirmation 

because it may 
overwrite a 

relevant data file



Creating and visualizing the events and stations:
After finishing calculation, the program generates the plots with sources, receivers and 

synthetic ray paths in horizontal and vertical sections in PICS/MUD_MOD1/obs_system

In the DATA/MUD_MOD1/initata folder, the files are properly organized. They represent 

the case of real data



Preparing the model for the tomographic inversion:
Be sure that a model folder with the name of 8 characters is created. It should contain two files ref_start.dat and 

MAJOR_PARAM.DAT. Be especially careful with parameters highlighted in blocks. They should correspond to 

limits of the model:



Running the tomographic inversion:
In the root folder in file “all_areas.dat” define the name of the area and model that will be 

processed:

Then click on START.BAT and it will run the console



Calculations start with 

preliminary source locations 

using straight lines as the ray 

paths

Running the 
tomographic 
inversion:

Error of source 

location in 

respect to true 

ones

Start source locations using the 

3D ray tracing code



Calculations start with 

preliminary source locations 

using straight lines as the ray 

paths

Running the 
tomographic 
inversion:

Error of source 

location in 

respect to true 

ones

Start source locations using the 

3D ray tracing code

In this stage we can see the results of source locations in ver and hor

sections in folder PICS/MUD_MOD1/MODEL_01/LOC



Compute the ray density and 

construct the grid

Running the 
tomographic 
inversion:



Compute the ray density and 

construct the grid

Running the 
tomographic 
inversion:

In this stage we can see the results of grid construction in ver and hor

sections in folder PICS/MUD_MOD1/MODEL_01/RAYS_GRID



Compute the first derivative 

matrix

Running the 
tomographic 
inversion:

number of non-

zero elements 

in the main 

matrix

Perform the inversion

total number of 

unknown

numbers of 

nodes in P and 
S models

variance 
reduction in 

matrix 

inversion

This loop is repeated for four 
differently oriented grids



After computing results in four 

grids, we create one average 

model

Running the 
tomographic 
inversion:

Visualize the result in horizontal 

and vertical sections

Next iteration starts with source 

location in the updated velocity 

model

reduction of 

the residuals in 

respect to 

previous 
iteration, in%



After computing results in four 

grids, we create one average 

model

Running the 
tomographic 
inversion:

Visualize the result in horizontal 

and vertical sections

Next iteration starts with source 

location in the updated velocity 

model

reduction of 

the residuals in 

respect to 

previous 
iteration, in%

After each iteration we can see the inversion results presented in ver and hor

sections in folder PICS/MUD_MOD1/MODEL_01/IT1



Running the 
tomographic 
inversion:

Calculations end with the report 

on the accuracy of source 

locations and mean residuals in 

iterations



Presenting the inversion results in Surfer:

Event mislocations:

TMP_files\loc\shift_ver5 1.bln

Located events in vertical section:

TMP_files\loc\srces_ver5 1.dat

P-velocity anomalies:

TMP_files\vert\ver_15 1.grd

Files for 

visualization in 

Surfer (5th iteration, 

1st section)

S-velocity anomalies:

TMP_files\vert\ver_25 1.grd

P-absolute velocity:

TMP_files\vert\abs_15 1.grd

S-absolute velocity:

TMP_files\vert\abs_25 1.grd

Vp/Vs ratio:

TMP_files\vert\vpvs_5 1.grd

Running a new model 

will overwrite these 

files!


